Our client is a privately owned, Canadian company that has been in operation since 1993. They employ over 2,000-people in Canada and the U.S. With offices across Alberta, Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Northwest Territories, Colorado and Texas – The Company is strategically placed to meet the electrical and instrumentation service needs of the oil, gas, pulp paper, mining, petro chemical, wood products and manufacturing industries. Their services are organized into two primary business segments – Construction and Area Maintenance.

The construction division is comprised of specialized mobile project teams that have the ability to complete integrated Electrical and Instrumentation construction projects anywhere in Canada and the USA. Complete facility shutdows and turnarounds are also a specialty of the Construction team. The teams have extensive experience in all phases of industrial electrical and instrumentation construction from cradle to grave.

Our client is seeking a Senior Project Manager for a project based position in their Nisku Fabrication facility. Leading and working with the project team, the Senior Project Manager will coordinate this modular project in its entire scope.

**KEY SUCCESS FACTORS**

**Leadership** – An ability to implement, execute, create and sustain shared commitment to a corporate plan. A proven team builder with the ability to motivate people to accomplish goals. The ability to listen, challenge, build the plan, execute and follow-up. The ability to recognize operational problems, create solutions and implement the plan of action.

**Interpersonal and Communication Skills** – Ability to proactively influence people and events, ensure effective internal and external communication, communicate effectively with individuals and groups in written and verbal forms. Be capable of assessing and communicating business improvement opportunities, as well as, identifying and articulating underlying issues in complex situations.

**Personal Management Skills** – Demonstrates self-confidence, interpersonal flexibility, initiative, innovation, perseverance and integrity. Ability to manage time and events effectively.

**Multi-Discipline** – A demonstrated track record of working with and comprehending operational issues. Understanding of financial statements, performance measurement systems, and best practices in operational excellence.

**Multi-Task Oriented** – An ability to demonstrate confidence and performance in an ever-changing, sometimes ambiguous environment. The ability to “change gears” quickly, analyze and assess the situation and prioritize tasks accordingly.

**Team Player** – An ability to work in a team, lead it and grow successors.
Duties & Responsibilities:
As the Senior Project Manager, you will:

• Identify the most cost effective methods of project execution.
• Ensure quality requirements are surpassed throughout the project.
• Adhere to Sustainability initiatives throughout the project.
• Perform conceptual estimating from preliminary drawings through to final cost analysis.
• Communicate with sub-trades to ensure the understanding of scope of work.
• Keep lines of communication open and effective among all project stakeholders.
• Prepare and coordinate quantity take-offs.
• Develop control budgets for work and forecast costs from the budgets.
• Develop and update construction schedules.
• Approve expenditures within budget and plan.
• Track progress for the project.
• Provide strong leadership to construction team members, capitalizing on individual and group strengths.
• Report to Manager, E-House & Modularization and owner on relevant information to completion of project.
• Ensure that safety and environmental standards pertaining to job activities are met or exceeded.
• Develop and implement project plan.
• Generate new solutions to overall project problems.

QUALIFICATIONS
The successful candidate will have:

• Engineering degree, Construction Management degree or equivalent.
• A minimum of 10 years in infrastructure projects as a Project Manager or in a similar direct managerial/ supervisory role.
• Excellent organizational and communication skills.
• Ability to manage changing priorities within multiple phase projects and possess a track record of successfully managing large, complex projects.
• Excellent computer skills will be required including familiarity with Microsoft Office, Primavera P6 and Maestro.

The position is based in Nisku, AB and may include some incidental travel to the jobsite in Western Canada.
Our client offers excellent starting wages, a comprehensive benefits package, RRSP program room for advancement and more.

We thank all applicants in advance however only those qualified and a Canadian Citizen or working paper or Visa authorization to work in Canada will be contacted all other resumes will be kept on file for future consideration.

If you are interested in this job please send your resume in MS Word format to resume@employersemployer.com and state the job title. If you know of someone else who might be interested, please send this job to a friend.

URL: www.employersemployer.com